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Actuators Make
Portable Buildings
Fire-Safe
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Due to their location, especially if positioned close
to a building undergoing renovation or construction,
portable accommodation units used on construction
sites are sometimes required to be ‘Fire Rated’.
An industry-leading portable accommodation
manufacturer, Stackright Ltd, has partnered with
specialist-purpose electromagnetic mechanisms
specialist Magnet Schultz Ltd to develop a technology
solution for Fire Rated Accommodation units. These
must satisfy the directives detailed in the ‘Fire
Prevention on Construction Sites: The Joint Code of
Practice on the Protection from Fire of Construction
Sites and Buildings Undergoing Renovation.’

Skelmersdale-based Stackright Ltd is one of the portable buildings sector’s leading suppliers. The company
produces a wide range of portable accommodation units. Product manager Ian Ashworth knows the
territory well. He’s been with Stackright for two years, but was active in the plant hire industry for more
than a decade before that, specialising in portable accommodation. “The other side of the fence,” as he
calls it, pointing out that his former company was the customer, purchasing temporary buildings from the
manufacturers in order to hire them out.
In his product management role at Stackright, Ashworth is responsible for continuing the development
of the newest fire containment system on the market. The objective, he explains quite simply, is to enter
a segment of the market with portable accommodation units that deliver a level of safety and security
unmatched by anything currently available.
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Stackright builds various types of units to a high specification.
For instance, vandal-proof units built using special profiles.
It also manufactures bespoke units to detailed and
comprehensive specifications; the new fire-rated product in a
flat-sided profile style is one such example.
For some design elements of custom projects,
Stackright looks to expert companies for support.
This is the philosophy behind the company’s
collaboration with solenoid and electromagnetic
actuator specialist Magnet Schultz Ltd (MSL) to
design and add bespoke fire-safe technology
solutions to its newest product.
Ashworth cites documents produced by the Fire
Protection Association. It includes a joint code of
practice on protection from fire on construction
sites and where buildings are undergoing
renovation. He explains a typical scenario where
contractors on-site are housed in temporary
accommodation units, and that these are often

positioned up against the building undergoing
renovation. “The danger is real, so the need for fire
containment is real too,” says Ashworth. “It’s about
preventing a fire from within the cabins spreading
to the building under construction or renovation.
Fires originating from contracting equipment that
go on to damage or destroy historic buildings are
not common, but do happen – and they always
make the news,” he states.
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The Stackright design goal for its fire-rated cabins
was to produce a product that will contain a fire
long enough for people to be evacuated and
effective action to be taken. “We needed a design
for portable building complexes that sounds an
alarm to signal evacuation, then automatically
enters a fine containment mode to prevent fire
spreading,” explains Ashworth. The company
had to find a way to address the weak links:
door closures and window openings. Stackright
needed a better closure mechanism triggered
by a fire automatically. “It became clear that
the containment system would require smart
technology to be effective and dependable. That’s
when we partnered with MSL.”
Stackright had been using a conventional energiseto-hold electromagnet to retain the shutters on its
construction site cabins. These required continuous
electrical power to keep the shutters open; a loss
of power released the magnet and caused the
spring-loaded shutters to close. “This was not the
most energy efficient solution,” says MSL Managing
Director Andrew Newton. The team at Stackright
knew of our GMP range of magnets and ordered
some for its development programme.”

Newton recalls that the two companies struck up
a good relationship from the outset, probably due
to MSL’s honesty in expressing scepticism about
the intentioned use of the GMP magnets in the
application. “From 40 years of experience, we knew
that some kind of special-purpose electric latch
would be a better option for this shutter operation,
both for technical and commercial reasons.
We offered this advice along with the magnets
requested. And simply asked Stackright to come
back to us should its development programme not
deliver the results required.”
A few months down the line, Stackright did indeed
contact MSL to investigate a bespoke latch design.
During the resulting development process, it
became clear that other parts of a shutter release
system also needed to be developed if the project
was to result in a workable, robust solution. Among
the elements required was a spring-loaded shutter
closer, a system control panel and the wiring
harnesses to connect everything up.
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“Typically, we design
electromagnetic
subassemblies as part of
a larger system for our
clients,” explains Newton.
“In this case, we proposed
a collaboration where we
took on the development
of the entire system to
deliver a complete, tested
and ready-to-install
solution. Our proven
project process, albeit
extended to encompass
a system rather than a
product used within a
system, still applied and
delivered the advantage
of minimal up-front
investment by Stackright.
It became a great
partnership.”

Each part of the system presented the MSL
team with design challenges. The spring closer
needed to fit in a very tight space, no wider
than the shutter hinges. The latches needed
to provide a robust and reliable performance,
even in windy conditions, with a manual
override function. The control panel would
require a host of features to make it suitable
for a fire-rated application.

After a 12-month development programme, the
final system met all the design goals. It features
MSL’s custom-designed ultra-low-power shutter
latch module which includes a manual override
facility should the control panel suffer catastrophic
damage. The narrow-fitting closer design deploys
a special torsion spring that limits the closing
acceleration but delivers enough hold-closed force
to meet regulations. Each pair of shutters overlap
for added security and fire proofing, so the closing
system releases one latch before the other in a
two-stage process. The master control system
provides an array of operational, power monitoring
and intuitive alarm sounder functions, a series of
test functions and procedures, plus at-a-glance LED
status indicators.
“An important design consideration was very
low energy consumption capable of running off
battery backup power, given that we could not
rely on a construction site always having a ready
mains power supply,” explains Newton. “In fact,
we turned that on its head to make the entire
system battery powered, with mains only used
to keep the batteries charged. These can last 48
hours without charge. Our solenoid shutter latches
were specifically designed for ultra-low power
release, requiring only a short duration, low current
activation signal from the controller.”
Ashworth is pleased with the system: “it’s a fine
example of the benefits of focusing on your own
expertise and partnering with a specialist to come
up with something world-beating. By blending the
expertise of two businesses, Stackright has arrived
at a system that uses an industry-recognised
shutter system for windows that is virtually
maintenance free. It’s a win-win outcome.” Newton
is equally pleased with the success of another
partnership that is the core of Magnet Schultz’s
business collaboration model: “we are a ‘by your
side’ partner ready to support our customers’
product developments as regulations, technical
requirements and even aspirations develop.”
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The new Stackright buildings are tested for fire containment to 30 minutes, enough time to take action as
the design spec demanded. As well as automatic activation from fire and smoke detection sensors, thanks
to its electronic system a building complex can be rapidly locked down manually by hitting an emergency
button – a function that is also used to test the system daily. “In addition to preventing the fire escaping
from a cabin through the windows, the containment system prevents the spread between buildings in
the linked and stacked complex – some of which comprise multiple quantities of units. So a fire, whether
originating from a careless act or other cause, can be contained within one or two cabins,” Ashworth
explains.
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